High Levels of Alpha Fetoprotein (AFP) Production by a Benign Ovarian Serous Cystadenoma: A Non-Classic Presentation

Abstract

Summary: The combination of a high serum AFP and ovarian mass typically guide the physician towards a differential diagnosis that includes gonadal germ cell tumors and certain types of teratomas. Here we present a previously undocumented phenomenon of a serous cystadenoma where, upon thorough pathological examination and staining, benign ovarian epithelial cells were found to be the source of a serum AFP level of greater than 900 ng/ml (reference range of normal 0-10).
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Background

Although the function of alpha fetoprotein (AFP) has never been fully described, quantitative changes in serum levels have been used as a clinical screening tool. Many pathologic conditions, such as hepatocellular or yolk sac tumors and neural tube defects [1]. Although it is rare for a tumor of epithelial origin to produce alpha-fetoprotein, the possibility exists due to the nature of the human r genetic code. Genetic mutations may give rise to a neoplasm that produce unexpected glycoproteins.

Cystadenomas are benign epithelial tumors that are hollow cystic masses typically found in the ovary, appendix and endometrium [1]. They are classified as serous, papillary or mucinous depending on the predominant cell type. Serum levels of CA-125, CA19-9 and CP2 can be measured if a primary ovarian tumor is suspected with subsequent serial measurement to assess treatment response [2,3]. These tumors markers are generally used with mucinous or serous tumors. We describe a case an AFP producing ovarian cystadenoma. This is a unique case as AFP is not expected to be elevated in an epithelial cell tumor.

Presentation of the Case

In an attempt to confirm the etiology of the elevated AFP, repeated frozen sections and light microscopy of the resected mass were pursued. Cytopathology was indefatigably consistent with a benign cystadenoma. Peritoneal washings were negative for malignant cells. ALP and ALT had returned to the normal range. Liver enzymes, pancreatic enzyme, CEA and CA-125 remained un-elevated. Panels for Hepatitis C viral PCR, Hepatitis B viral DNA, Hepatitis B Antigen, and Hepatitis B Antibody were all negative. Ultimately, H&E and AFP stains of sections from the serous cystadenoma surface were undertaken (Figure 2 & 3). These revealed a well-differentiated ovarian epithelium whose surface cuboidal cells stained deeply for AFP.

Figure 1: Gross adnexal mass immediately post-resection, with the fluid evacuated: showing multi-cystic structure with some mucinous material in the lining.
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The standard half-life of AFP is taken to be seven days [12], but when used as a prognostic tool in tumor therapy, AFP levels are known to rapidly decline in such a way that it reflects the completeness of tumor resection. In comparison, completely resected tumors without recurrence have an actual half-life (AHL) of AFP that has been estimated to be 4 days +/- 0.9; while in non-complete resections with high rates of recurrence, the AHL was reported to be 24.8±20 days [13]. In this case report serial blood draws demonstrated a drop in AFP levels consistent with what would be expected when an AFP-producing mass or tumor had been removed in its entirety. Forty-three days after mass resection, the levels of AFP in this patient’s serum were virtually undetectable (2ng/ml). Therefore, the source of the AFP in this patient was definitively the resected mass.

The 600 gram smoothly loculated mass that had been removed from the patient bore no morphological resemblance to an endodermal sinus tumor. Morphologically, endodermal sinus tumors of the ovary are small (average 15 cm) and solid with tan, yellow or grey cut surfaces [14]. Histologically, they show high mitotic activity, Schiller-Duval bodies and stromal luteinization [15]. Our patient’s mass was consistent in every way with serous cystadenoma: it was large in size, with a thin-walled sac-like consistency, filled with fluid, loculated, smooth and histologically displayed only well-differentiated cuboidal epithelial cells. No mitosis or luteinization was noted. With the rapidly diminishing level of AFP pointing to this benign mass as the source of the very high AFP, it was decided to stain the ovarian epithelial cells for AFP.

Although AFP is known to be a glycoprotein which is a product of fetal liver and hepatic origin, these benign epithelial cells proved themselves to be the source of our patient’s AFP. The majority of the cells lining the surface of this patient’s cystadenoma demonstrated the presence of AFP. This finding, which has never been noted in the medical literature, is an elegant reminder that each cell in our body contains most if not all of the same DNA as every other cell. Signaling mishaps, misallocation and minor shifts in activation systems can convince one cell take on the characteristics of another. In this case, we have presented a thirty year old patient with a large benign ovarian mass that bore no clinical or functional resemblance to a classic AFP-producing tumor endodermal sinus tumor, yet was producing AFP on a level consistent with such a malignant ovary. Careful follow-up of this patient, a stepwise clinical plan, serial labs and strategic pathological studies executed over a six week time-span spared this patient from expensive, invasive and unnecessary procedures while locating and explaining the remarkable source of her high serum alpha-fetoprotein.
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